
 
 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

  Yoga for the horse, or the gymnastic training of the horse, is very similar to  
 yoga for a rider. The muscles are stretched and flexed to develop  suppleness. 

length and a  wider range of motion. Tense muscles are more likely to become 
injured and a supple muscle less so. That is why football players do ballet and 
yoga, and runners stretch, to keep the muscles from only shortening and 
tightening but rather to lengthen and create relaxation in the muscles. 

 
 Horses, however, primarily get stretched and flexed with a rider on their back, so 

they have to work twice a hard. The horse's top line needs to develop elastically 
with a rider mounted on the back muscles. Certainly, a talented horse person 
can long line or work the horse in hand to improve the top line without a rider,  
      but this requires tremendous skill 
      on the part of the handler. If  
      anyone thinks riding a horse  
      requires coordinated skill, try long 
      lining! 

 
       Just like yoga stretches the rider in 

      both directions, back to front and 

      side to side, for the horse it is the 

      same. When a trainer   

      gymnastically exercises a horse, 

      all the muscles are stretched and 

      asked to both abduct and deduct 

      (or get longer and shorter). A  

      healthy muscle is one that can  

      both flex or shorten, and stretch or 

      lengthen. For the horse, this is -  
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 called longitudinal suppleness or back to front stretching and bending the horse 

from the side to side is called lateral suppleness. Stretching the horse both 

longitudinally and laterally, I call four way stretch! 

 

 With four-way stretching, a horse  
can stretch down with its head and  
neck to lengthen the top line muscles to  
come up under the weight of the rider  
and stretch from side to side to  
strengthen and supple the core and  
hindquarters. 
 
 Stretching in all directions from  
the front to back and side to side  
with the horse is the same for a person  
doing yoga. Of course, when the rider  
stretches they most often do it  
vertically and the horse does it  
horizontally with its horizontal spine.  
Asking a horse to move vertically is  
not a common request from the average 
 rider! A vertical horse is referred to as  
rearing! 
 
 Being able to bend the horse both forward and back and side to side will 
develop a supple horse that will aid in its performance for any discipline. 
Training a horse is, as we know a process. Horses do not just bend equally to 
the right and/or to the left or stretch forward and back equally. Most horses have 
a harder time bending to the left, because the average horse is bent right. 
Ironically, with the average horse being bent right, the average rider is right 
handed. Therefore, most riders that are right handed more easily bend the horse 
to the right and, as a result, the typical horse and rider struggle when tracking 
left and trying to get a left bend. 
 
 Keen trainers are aware of the horses longitudinal and lateral weakness and 
throughout  the process of training they work the horse's body so it develops 
equally in all directions. The horse, however, will forever be dominantly bent in 
its natural direction, as would a right handed person that was taught to write with 
the left hand. 
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     Yoga for the horse is merely a frequent   
     workout of bending and flexing the  
     muscles. Horses and riders  that do yoga 
     to supple, strengthen, and lengthen the  
     muscles in all directions will more easily  
     accomplish the goals of harmonious riding.  
     The practice of yoga for both horse and  
     human trains the muscles to work by  
     stretching and flexing. The goal is to be  
     able to work the body equally in all  
     directions, but it is a process of training  
     that brings about the goal. I am sure we  all 
     wish we could snap our fingers and be able 
     to touch our toes or have our horse jump 
     as well off the left lead as it does to the  
     right! 
 

      A rider that practices yoga or dressage, the 
     gymnastic training of the horse, will be 
more aware of the horse’s imbalances and its way of going  as well as her own. 
She will start to train both herself and the horse to stretch longitudinally and 
laterally instead of making excuses for why a horse doesn’t  do this or that. 
However, the fact that all horses and all humans are born with a dominate side 
does not help with the training process... it just makes it more challenging! Learn 
how to bend yourself and your horse equally to the right and to the left, in 
addition to stretching the spine both forward and back. For the rider doing yoga, 
learn to sustain a posture and breath to allow the stretch and, for the horse, train 
those gymnastic movements that make our horse more flexible. The word yoga  
simple means union or to unite, is this not the partnership we seek with our 
horse? 
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